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Abstract. Retinal artery/vein (A/V) classification plays a critical role
in the clinical biomarker study of how various systemic and cardiovascu-
lar diseases affect the retinal vessels. Conventional methods of automated
A/V classification are generally complicated and heavily depend on the
accurate vessel segmentation. In this paper, we propose a multi-task
deep neural network with spatial activation mechanism that is able to
segment full retinal vessel, artery and vein simultaneously, without the
pre-requirement of vessel segmentation. The input module of the network
integrates the domain knowledge of widely used retinal preprocessing and
vessel enhancement techniques. We specially customize the output block
of the network with a spatial activation mechanism, which takes advan-
tage of a relatively easier task of vessel segmentation and exploits it to
boost the performance of A/V classification. In addition, deep supervi-
sion is introduced to the network to assist the low level layers to extract
more semantic information. The proposed network achieves pixel-wise
accuracy of 95.70% for vessel segmentation, and A/V classification accu-
racy of 94.50%, which is the state-of-the-art performance for both tasks
on the AV-DRIVE dataset. Furthermore, we have also tested the model
performance on INSPIRE-AVR dataset, which achieves a skeletal A/V
classification accuracy of 91.6%.
Keywords: Retinal vessel segmentation · Artery/vein classification ·
Deep learning · Spatial activation
1 Introduction
Many systemic and cardiovascular diseases have manifestations in the retinal
vessels and affect the arteries and veins (A/V) differently [1]. For example, it
has been reported that the asymmetrical change of retinal A/V is associated
with several cardiovascular diseases [15]. In addition, clinical research has also
found that the narrowing of retinal arteriolar caliber is related to the risk of
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hypertension [3]. Therefore, there is a significant clinical interest in the accurate
and automatic A/V classification.
Conventionally, the automated A/V classification in the related literature
was performed in a two-stage approach [4,5,11,17,19]. Retinal vessels were first
segmented from the background, based on which, vessels were further classi-
fied into A/V, using pure hand-crafted features or incorporating the connection
information with a graph-based method. Representative works of using a pure
feature-based method include [11,17], which extracted the handcrafted features
from vessel centerlines and then classified each pixel into artery or vein. Graph
based research [4,5,19], on the other hand, first reconstructed the vascular graph
from vessel centerline via node analysis or graph estimation, and then classified
individual graph trees into arteries or veins.
The above mentioned two-step methods share the same limitation that the
performance of A/V classification heavily depends on the accurate vessel seg-
mentation, especially for the graph reconstruction methods. Defects in the vessel
segmentation, e.g., broken or wrongly segmented vessels, will be propagated to
the subsequent graph reconstruction step, and further influence the performance
of A/V classification. Similarly, pure feature-based methods heavily rely on the
complex hand-crafted features extracted from the vessel centerline.
Very recently, there has been several emerging works using a Fully Convo-
lutional Network (FCN) to segment and classify retinal A/V at the same time.
AlBadawi and Fraz [2] adopted the FCN with an encoder-decoder structure for
the pixel-wise classification of A/V. Meyer et al. [9] also used FCN for the task
of A/V classification and reported performance on major vessels thicker than
three pixels. The deep learning based methods have demonstrated the potential
to segment A/V in an end-to-end approach. However, the overall vessel segmen-
tation performance of the existing methods using direct A/V segmentation is
affected when A/V pixels are classified as background. There is still a research
gap of how to improve the vessel segmentation performance together with A/V
classification, especially for the capillary vessels.
In this paper, we propose a deep network with a spatial activation mechanism
that performs full vessel segmentation and A/V classification simultaneously, so
as to improve the accuracy of both tasks. In particular, we design a multi-task
output block with an activation mechanism which utilizes the result of vessel
segmentation, a relatively easier task, to enhance that of the A/V classification,
especially for capillary vessels. The input module of the network integrates the
domain knowledge of widely used retinal image processing and filter-based vessel
enhancement techniques. In addition, deep supervision modules are attached to
the early stages of the encoder section, which can assist the low-level features to
extract more semantic information. The proposed framework achieves state-of-
the-art performance for both A/V classification and vessel segmentation tasks on
AV-DRIVE database, and skeletal A/V classification for INSPIRE-AVR dataset.
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2 Method
The system workflow of the proposed algorithm is described as below: the color
fundus image is firstly processed through modules of illumination correction (IC)
and vessel enhancement (VE). Then, patches extracted from those three different
sources (original, IC and VE processed) are fed to the proposed deep learning
architecture, which further generates three segmentation maps of artery, vein
and full vessels simultaneously. The final segmentation and classification maps
are generated by stitching the corresponding patches together.
2.1 Multi-input Module
The multi-input module of the proposed method integrates the domain knowl-
edge of how the vessel segmentation task is performed conventionally in the non
deep learning based methods. In order to remove the non-uniformly distributed
brightness across the image, the illumination correction is generally adopted as
the pre-processing step for retinal images. In addition, we enhance the vessel
map using two conventional vessel segmentation techniques, e.g. the multi-scale
Gabor filtering [14] and line detector [10], as auxiliary inputs to the network.
2.2 Network Architecture with Spatial Activation
The network architecture of the proposed framework is shown on Fig. 1. We
adopt the classic U-Net architecture initialized by a pretrained ResNet as
the encoder. In order to accommodate the multi-input channels, we insert an
expanding-compressing layer before the ResNet, which first expands the input
to a high-dimension space and then compresses the feature maps to three chan-
nels, so as to match the input channel number of the ResNet model.
We specifically design a multi-task output block for the effective full ves-
sel segmentation and A/V classification simultaneously. In order to get more
accurate results for A/V classification, the network is expected to learn more
discriminative features between artery and vein. However, if the network focuses
only on A/V classification, it may fail to segment finer capillary vessels. There-
fore, it is necessary for the network to learn more common features between A/V,
i.e., vessel features. In our proposed framework, we design two parallel branches
at the end of the network. One branch focuses on extracting common features
between A/V, and generates the probability map of vessel segmentation. Mean-
while, the other one focuses on the discriminative A/V features. Output feature
maps of the two branches are then concatenated and further used to generate
the final result of A/V classification.
In order to utilize the result of a relatively easier task, i.e. the vessel segmen-
tation in this case, to facilitate the performance of a more complicated task of
A/V classification, especially for the capillary vessels, a customized activation
block is proposed, as in Eq. (1):
m(x) = σ(e−(x−0.5)2 − e− 14 ) + 1, (1)
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where σ is the activation factor and set as one in our network. The activation
block is designed based on the observation that capillary vessels and boundary
pixels generally have a value around 0.5 in the obtained vessel probability map
generated by our algorithm, while thick vessels and background pixels have a
value near 1 or 0. In order to emphasize the importance of capillary vessels, we
adopt a Gaussian function to enhance the weights of pixel values around 0.5. In
addition, a bias is added to the activation function to constrain the weight within
a range between [1, 1 + σ(1− e− 14 )]. Then, the activation map is used to adjust
each feature map spatially for the A/V classification task, by assigning higher
weights for capillary vessel pixels (close to 1+σ(1−e− 14 )), and lower weights for
background and thick vessel pixels (close to 1). In other words, potential capillary
vessels can be activated through this process. An example of the activation map
can be seen in Fig. 2(E).
Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed network. (A) Multi-task output block; (B) Deep
supervision block; (C) Spatial activation block.
2.3 Deep Supervision
As pointed out by Zhang et al. [18], a simple fusion of low-level and high-level
features, as generally used in U-Net, could be less effective, as there is a gap
between the two features in terms of semantic level and spatial resolution. Thus,
learning more “semantic” low-level features can help the network to achieve bet-
ter performance for the U-Net architecture. In addition, the presence of vanishing
gradients also makes the loss back-propagation less effective for layers close to the
input layer. Considering the two limitations of the network, we introduce deep
supervision to the architecture by adding extra side output layers at the encoder
section after each ResNet block, as shown in Fig. 1, so as to assist the low-level
layers to extract more semantic features and accelerate the convergence.
We also specifically design the loss function accordingly, which contains three
elements, including binary cross-entropy loss of the final output, losses of deep
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supervision blocks and a weight decay regularization term, as in Eqs. (2) and
(3):
Loss = BCE(output, GT ) + 13
3 
i=1
BCE(sidei, GT) + λ2 ||Θ||
2
2 (2)
BCE(pred, target) = −
3 
c=1
µc · targetc · log(predc) (3)
whereΘ represents the network parameters; i represents the ith deep supervision
block; c denotes the cth class of the output; the weight of each class is denoted
as µc with 37 , 27 and 27 for vessel, artery and vein, respectively.
3 Experimental Results
Our model was primarily trained and evaluated on the publicly available AV-
DRIVE database [7]. The AV-DRIVE database contains 20 training and 20 test
retinal color fundus images with dimension of 584 × 565 pixels, with pixel-wise
labeling of vessel segmentation and A/V classification provided. Apart from this,
we have also evaluated the model performance on INSPIRE-AVR dataset [12],
which contains 40 color images with dimension of 2048× 2392. Since INSPIRE-
AVR provides only A/V labels for centerline, without pixel-wise vessel segmen-
tation, thus it cannot be used to train the model. In order to enrich the usable
training data for the model, we have also manually labeled the A/V classifica-
tion for publicly available High Resolution Fundus (HRF) dataset [13], where
the original database contains only pixel-wise vessel segmentation.
In the training stage, patches with size of 64× 64 were randomly extracted
from the retinal images and fed to the network. Whereas in the test stage,
ordered patches were extracted at the stride of 10 and final result was obtained
by stitching the corresponding patch predictions together. Stochastic gradient
descent with momentum was adopted to optimize the model for a maximum of
60,000 iterations with batch size of 16. The initial learning rate was set as 0.05
and halved every 7500 iterations. The training process tooks around 2 h on a
NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPU and it takes around 8 s to segment one image during
the test phase.
Figure 2 shows a representative performance for vessel segmentation and A/V
classification result for an image from the AV-DRIVE test set. Note the enlarged
view of two representative patches deemed as challenging for the conventional
methods, with the upper one being complex crossovers and lower one being two
close-by parallel vessels. Under the multi-task framework, our model is able to
accurately segment the overlapping vessels and classify the complex vessels.
3.1 Ablation Studies
Comprehensive ablation studies have been performed to evaluate the contribu-
tion of different modules of the proposed model, including the multi-task (MTs),
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Multi-input (MIs) and spatial activation mechanism (AC). The baseline model
was built by removing the above mentioned three modules and direct segment-
ing A/V pixels from the background. We adopt four metrics for the evaluation
of vessel segmentation: the average accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sen), specificity
(Sp), and area under curve (AUC). A/V classification performance is evaluated
using pixel-wise Acc, Sen and Sp for the ground-truth artery vein pixels. By tak-
ing arteries as positives and veins as negatives, Sen reflects the model’s capability
of detecting arteries and Sp for veins.
Fig. 2. Representative performance of vessel segmentation and A/V classification
result. (A) original image from the AV-DRIVE test set; (E) activation map; (B)(F)
manual label of vessel segmentation and A/V classification; (C)(G) model segmen-
tation result; (D)(H) enlarged view of two representative challenging regions for the
conventional method.
Table 1. The ablation study results of vessel segmentation and A/V classification.
Combination Vessel segmentation A/V classification
MTs MIs AC Acc(%) Sen(%) Sp(%) AUC(%) Acc(%) Sen(%) Sp(%)
94.98 68.86 98.79 97.60 91.25 89.68 92.55
  95.61 78.50 98.10 98.01 91.63 90.46 92.63
    95.66 78.30 98.19 98.08 91.98 90.36 93.42
      95.70 79.16 98.11 98.10 92.58 92.18 92.98
As listed in Table 1, by using the multi-task module in the model, both ves-
sel segmentation and A/V classification performances are improved, by 0.6%
and 0.4% respectively. This indicates the necessity of a multi-task solution to
the problem, which improves the performance for both tasks. The integration
of domain knowledge from conventional methods increases the A/V classifica-
tion performance by 0.3%. In particular, when we add the activation mechanism
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Fig. 3. Comparison of model performance for baseline and proposed method. (A)
Ground truth; (B) Baseline model performance; (C) Proposed method.
to the network, the A/V classification performance is further boosted by 0.6%.
Compared with A/V classification, the vessel segmentation task is a relatively
easier task. The special design of the multi-task out block and activation mech-
anism takes advantage of the performance of the easier task to enhance that
of a more complicated one. And ablation study has proved the effectiveness of
this approach. At last, the proposed network achieves a pixel-wise accuracy of
95.70% for vessel segmentation and 92.58% for A/V classification.
Figure 3 visualizes the performances of the proposed model against that of the
baseline. As marked on the enlarged views, the proposed method has remarkably
improved the segmentation and classification of A/Vs over the baseline. More
capillary vessels are segmented and correctly classified by the proposed method
where the baseline model fails to.
3.2 Comparison to Existing Methods
Tables 2 and 3 list the performance comparison between existing methods and
our proposed model on the AV-DRIVE database. Note in Table 3, existing meth-
ods evaluated the A/V classification performance on the segmented vessels only.
In contrast, we evaluate the performance on all the ground truth artery/vein
pixels, which is relatively more strict than that on the segmented vessels, since
the classification of major vessels is comparatively an easier task if capillary ves-
sels are not segmented. When evaluating under the same criteria with existing
methods, our model achieves a pixel-wise accuracy of 94.50%, which surpasses
the current best A/V classification method by a noticeable margin.
In addition, we have tested our model on the INSPIRE-AVR dataset. The
training set contains 20 images from AV-DRIVE and 45 images from HRF
dataset, which contains publicly available vessel segmentation label and we man-
ually labeled the A/V class. The skeletal A/V classification of INSPIRE-AVR
achieved 91.6% without fine-tuning, which is the state-of-the-art performance.
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Table 2. Performance comparison of vessel segmentation on the AV-DRIVE dataset.
Methods Acc(%) Sp(%) Sen(%) AUC(%)
Fu et al. [6] 94.70 - 72.94 -
Liskowski et al. [8] 95.35 98.07 78.11 97.90
Wu et al. [16] 95.67 98.19 78.44 98.07
Proposed 95.70 98.11 79.16 98.10
Table 3. Performance comparison of A/V classification on AV-DRIVE and INSPIRE-
AVR datasets.
Methods AV-DRIVE INSPIRE
Acc(%) Sen(%) Sp(%) Acc(%) Sen(%) Sp(%)
Dashtbozorg et al. [4] 87.4 90.0 84.0 84.9 91.0 86.0
Estrada et al. [5] 93.5 93.0 94.1 90.9 91.5 90.2
Xu et al. [17] 92.3 92.9 91.5 - - -
Zhao et al. [19] - 91.9 91.5 91.0 91.8 90.2
Proposed (GT) 92.6 92.2 93.0 90.3 91.4 89.7
Proposed 94.5 93.4 95.5 91.6 92.4 91.3
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-tasking neural network with spatial
activation mechanism that enables the end-to-end segmentation of artery, vein
and full vessel maps simultaneously. We evaluated our method on the AV-DRIVE
dataset and compared it to the other existing research. The result shows that
our method outperforms the existing methods, achieving state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for both vessel segmentation and A/V classification tasks.
The proposed framework has significantly improved the accuracy and effi-
ciency of A/V classification, which lays the foundation for quantitative vessel
parameterization. In the near future, fully automatic vascular parameter gen-
eration modules will be implemented and validated on the basis of the current
work, so as to facilitate the clinical retinal vascular biomarker study.
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